Walker Rock Race

Sunday, March 23
Report by Tony with help from Martin, John, and Martin T.
Pictures by Kieth Simpson
Sunday dawned on the cloudy side with little wind evident. We had not expected much wind as coffee
brewed as it was not forecast to fill in until about 09.00, building to 10-20 knots
Down at the club the flags hung limp, damp and still: 2-4 knots of wind from the Southwest
whispered at us as roll call was called at 0945.
Do we put up a genoa? Do we reef? These were the questions in every skipper's mind as boats made
it out to the water.
We had deployed the 135 and then we saw the black wind line this side of Channel Islands and
knew the wind would soon be with us. And so in our pre-sail, John and I reset the jib and stowed the
135.
As the start time drew near, boats were congregating at the starboard end as we headed down to that
end. We wanted to be a little later than Evangeline and Oasis. Soul Thyme turned to the line with us,
but astern. We were 30 seconds early and headed up to have Kay D come in from the starboard side
crossing just ahead of our bow. We let them pass. Too soon, we were up on the line, and turned
sharply off the wind to follow Kay D, and cross ahead of Evangeline.
Ducking and weaving, Kay D headed up for the line. We turned sharply and were to her weather side.
Oasis had fallen off and headed for the centre of the line. Poco as usual picked an open spot and was
quickly over on time and into the lead, followed by Skeena Cloud.
The wind was now 10-12 apparent from the south. Evangeline was overhauling Radiant Heat on our
windward side. We were slowly easing ahead of Kay D, Soul Thyme was 3 lengths astern.
As Evangeline passed us we tacked, ducked her stern, and went to the right side for clear air.
Getting out of the harbour was a tacking duel. The starboard tack was the longer and we made good
progress keeping close to Evangeline and staying ahead of Soul Thyme. Just ahead of Kay D, Poco
was the first around 2nd sisters. Pturbodactyl was struggling to make headway in the tacks and
Skeena Cloud and Fool in the Rain were battling each other in a contest that was decided by less
than a boat length at the finish line.
The wind was up into the high teens were on the clock face and Poco turned back for home, which as
we found out on the way home, may have been the wisest move of the day.
It was a good reach off the wind heading for Nose Point and the larger boats waterline length showed
as they quickly picked up speed, with Evangeline taking off first. Oasis had made the turn behind us

and now also took off, speedily outstripping us. Kay D ably sailed, with the crew (Simone – welcome
back) hiked, were maintaining contact. Soul Thyme was still aft but closing. Ptubodactyl now making
the turn and enjoying enough of a reach to flaunt her speed, went whooping passed us into the lead
alongside Long Harbour, before turning into Trincomali.
Now it was downwind and against the tide. all were happy to stay with white sails except the daring
Kay D, who was still in touch with the leaders. Ptubodactyl, Oasis and Evangeline all reached off to
the right side of the channel while RH went more downwind, staying more to the left.
Nothing much changed in the order of things. Evangeline gybed and came over to the left side and
were 5-10 boat lengths ahead of Radiant Heat as we approached the mark at Governors Rock. Soul
Thyme was only that much behind us.
Oasis was well ahead at the turn with Pturbodactyl extending her lead.
It was a lumpy ride back with a steady 20-24 knots apparent wind. Radiant Heat was beaten near to
death as she went over one wave only to be hit by the next, dramatically reducing her speed.

We noted Kay D had gone over to the Salt Spring shore, yet as we made the turn at Ben Mohr, she
was well in view, not so far back behind us. On the reach back to Captains Passage we were left by
Soul Thyme. On the way down the harbour we were trailed by the spinnaker of Kay D, who by my
reckoning, had a great race.

And from Martin’s perspective:
Simone and I had a blast, got to 9.5 surfing down a wave with the spinnaker up in Trincomali
Channel. Unfortunately for us that channel likes to have its waves running square to the shores which
was on the nose on Starboard tack, so we had to take a detour over to Saltspring to get into smaller
waves. We would hitch back onto starboard from time to time but whenever we had two big waves in
a row we would half fill the cockpit and have to tack back to port so the bailers could suck her dry.
Eventually made it to Ben Mohr and then it was a yummy reach to the Sisters and a second
spinnaker run home. There was not a dry place on either of us and we squelched are way up to the
parking lot, smiling like happy fools. Great day on the water (or under it).
And from Pturbodactyl:
I have trouble waking up in the morning and was still on the dock when you all got going. Need to do
better. Anyway quite the day out there - don't know how hard it blew but it felt like lots. Broke a jib
halyard and decided to practice with a smaller jib, but we had some serious faffing around to get the
change done.
And from Martin on Fool in the Rain:
Thanks for the company out there, Greg. It could be lonely on those long stretches, I guess. Just past
Governor's Rock I let my lazy sheet go flying for a while and it made the most monstrous knot I've
ever seen generate itself. It took me 10 minutes crouching at the mast to untangle, and in the process
I got slapped on the knuckles to draw blood twice, and punched in the nose once! No dignity in that.
My time to finish was 13:58, but another way to do it would be to take yours and subtract 13 seconds.
That's my reckoning....
I figure it was a tie – FCR.
Martin and I crossed paths several times, sometimes in the middle of seemingly nowhere, along the
length of Trincomali Channel. Fool in the Rain was often somewhere in the far distance, almost
forgotten, then after we both tacked, we found our ourselves converging at a combined 12+ knots,
only to disappear on our own journeys, until, after yet another tack, we had to manage to avoid a
collision, yet again. It was wonderful. Martin was taking green seas up over his bows at times, with
water coming up, and over, his dodger, and into the cockpit.
I don’t know if Martin noticed, but one time, as he swept down towards me, crashing through the
waves, I was not in the cockpit. Waves crashing over the bow had caught my spinnaker and were
dragging it slowly, but inevitably, overboard. I thought of hoping for the best. But in my experience,
that rarely works out.
Knowing that, at some point in this maelstrom I would have an entire spinnaker dragging along
beside, and underneath, me; I decided to go forward and deal with it. Crawling on my belly along the
pitching foredeck, I reached the bow, finding myself well above the water one second, and inches
from it the second, as water roared past the bow on either side of me.
I used the spinnaker sheets to lash everything down. Satisfied, I looked up. Only to see Fool in the
Rain converging on me once again! Hurriedly sliding backwards on my belly towards the cockpit, I
jammed the toe of my boot between the sheet block and the deck. Stuck by the damn toe. But stuck
all the same. Speaking of little dignity!

Adding some more urgency to the ordeal, a green sea came aboard and washed down overtop of
me. I thought, ‘this is getting stupid’. Nervously glancing over at the now very large Fool in the Rain, I
tried to wrench my foot out of my boot. No go. There I was, laid out along the side deck, trapped.
Another nervous glance at the rapidly approaching Martin, I wrenched my foot with all my strength.
No joy. Then a larger wave slammed the boat, momentarily releasing pressure on the sheet, and
sheet lock, and my foot came free.Scrambling back into the cockpit, I nonchalantly gave Martin a
wave as he swept by a few feet behind me.
A couple crosses later, we rounded Ben Mohr, and raced home, sometimes only a boat length apart.
It was good day.
Thus the order over the finish line was established early on, and yet as mentioned, after 20 miles of
single handing, in difficult conditions, the last two battled it out to the wire. Well done both.

